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Experimental Study and Steady State Stability Analysis of
CLL-T Series Parallel Resonant Converter with Fuzzy
Controller using State Space Analysis
C. Nagarajan* and M. Madheswaran**

Abstract: This paper presents a Closed Loop control of CLL-T (Capacitor Inductor
Inductor). Series Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC) has been simulated and the
performance is analysised. A three element CLL-T SPRC working under load independent
operation (voltage type and current type load) is presented in this paper. The Steady State
Stability Analysis of CLL-T SPRC has been developed using State Space Technique and
the regulation of output voltage is done by using Fuzzy controller. The simulation study
indicates the superiority of fuzzy control over the conventional control methods. The
proposed approach is expected to provide better voltage regulation for dynamic load
conditions. A prototype 300 W, 100 kHz converter is designed and built to experimentally
demonstrate, dynamic and steady state performance for the CLL-T SPRC are compared
from the simulation studies.
Keywords: Control System, Fuzzy logic, MATLAB, Power Electronics, Resonant
Converter.

1 Introduction1
The developments of the DC-DC Resonant Converters
are increasing now a day due its performance. A DCDC Resonant Converter (RC) are used in
telecommunication and aerospace application, at high
frequency these converters experience high switching
losses, reduced reliability, electromagnetic interference
(EMI) and acoustic noise. To overcome these
drawbacks, the SPRC is found to be suitable, due to
various inherent advantages. The Series and parallel
Resonant Converter (SRC and PRC respectively)
circuits are the basic resonant converter topologies with
two reactive elements. The merits of SRC include better
load efficiency and inherent dc blocking of the isolation
transformer due to the series capacitor in the resonant
network.
However, the load regulation is poor and outputvoltage regulation at no load is not possible by
switching frequency variations. On the other hand, PRC
offers no-load regulation but suffers from poor load
efficiency and lack of dc blocking for the isolation
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transformer. It has been suggested to design Resonant
Converter with three reactive components for better
regulation. The LCL tank circuit based DC-DC SPRC
has been experimentally demonstrated and reported by
many researchers [1-4]. Mangesh B. Borage et al [5]
have demonstrated the characteristics of LCL-T
Resonant converter using Asymmetrical duty cycle
(ADC). The converter operated at fixed resonant
frequency and its analysised using state space approach.
Later, Mangesh Borage et al [6] have demonstrated an
LCL-T half bridge resonant converter with clamp
diodes. The output current or voltage is sensed for every
change in load because the output voltage or constant
current increases linearly. The feedback control circuit
has not been provided. LCL-T RC with constant current
supply operated at resonant frequency is presented [7].
Vijayakumar Belaguli et al [8] have experimentally
demonstrated with independent load when operated at
resonant frequency, making it attractive for application
as a constant voltage (CV) power supply. It has been
found from the literature that the LCL tank circuit
connected in series-parallel with the load and operated
in above resonant frequency improves the load
efficiency and independent operation. Chew L et al [9]
have demonstrated LCC SPRC using robust control
method, this method used to varying the converter gain,
the gain was derived by using state plan analysis. The
voltage and current type load was presented with
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variable load condition. The closed loop operation was
presented using PI controller with load independent
operation as obtained. Lakshminarasamma N. et al [10]
have demonstrated active clamp ZVS DC-DC converter.
The steady state stability analysis was presented for
ZVS Buck converter. There is no possible of load
independent operation. The converter operates at duty
cycle >0.5, above its operation the converter fails to
instability. Later, Martin P.Foster et al [11] have
demonstrated CLL half bridge Resonant Converter with
open loop operation. The ac equivalent circuit analysis
and fundamental mode approximation (FMA) analysis
was derived used to the modeling the converter and
compared.
Paolo Mattavelli et al [12] have demonstrated
different approaches which offer the fuzzy logic control
(FLC). This control technique relies on the human
capability to understand the system’s behavior and is
based on qualitative control rules. The FLC approach
with same control rules can be applied to several dc–dc
converters. The author utilized the proposed control
technique for Buck-Boost converter and demonstrated.
J.M. Correa et al [13] have demonstrated a DC/AC
series resonant converter with fixed load value
considering two control approaches.
Later T. S. Sivakumaran et al [14] have
demonstrated a CLC SPRC using FLC for load
regulation and line regulation. The performance of
controller has been evaluated and found that the load
independent operation may not be possible. C.Nagarajan
et al [15] have simulated an LCL-T SPRC using FLC
and PID controller. The performance of controller has
been found to be better when the fuzzy controller has
been considered. The Harmonic Spectrum and dynamic
analysis for RLE load are presented. M.Prabhakar et al
[16] have simulated an LCC RC. The closed form
expressions are derived for different resonant
topologies. The Voltage gain expression for these
topologies are obtained and plotted.
It is clear from the above literatures that the output
voltage regulation of the converter against load and
supply voltage fluctuations have important role in
designing high-density power supplies. A CLL-T SPRC
is expected the speed of response, voltage regulation
and better load independent operation. Keep the above
facts in view, the CLL-T SPRC has been model and
analysised for estimating various responses. The closed
loop state space model and AC analysis has been
derived and simulate using MATLAB/Simulink. A
prototype 300 W, 100 kHz the CLL-T SPRC is
implemented and the experiment results are compared
with the simulation results. The simulation results agree
with the experimental results.
2 Proposed CLL-T Series Parallel Resonant
Converter with Fuzzy Controller
The resonant tank consisting of three reactive energy
storage elements (CLL-T) has overcome the
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conventional resonant converter that has only two
reactive energy storage elements. The first stage
converts a DC voltage to a high frequency ac voltage.
The second stage of the converter is to convert the AC
power to DC power by suitable high frequency rectifier
and filter circuit. Power from the resonant circuit is
taken either through a transformer in series with the
resonant circuit or series in the capacitor comprising the
resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 1. In both cases the
high frequency feature of the link allows the use of a
high frequency transformer to provide voltage
transformation and ohmic isolation between the DC
source and the load.
In CLL-T SPRC the load voltage can be controlled
by varying the switching frequency or by varying the
phase difference between the two inverts where the
switching frequency of each is fixed to the resonant
frequency. The phase domain control scheme is suitable
for wide variation of load condition because the output
voltage is independent of load. The DC current is absent
in the primary side of the transformer, there is no
possibility of current balancing. Another advantage of
this circuit is that the device currents are proportional to
load current. This increases the efficiency of the
converter at light loads to some extent because the
device losses also decrease with the load current. If the
load gets short at this condition, very large current
would flow through the circuit. This may damage the
switching devices. To make the circuit short circuit
proof, the operating frequency should be changed.
A schematic diagram of full-bridge CLL-T SPRC is
shown in Fig. 2. The resonant circuit consist of series
inductance L1, parallel capacitor C and series inductance
L2. S1-S4 is switching devices having base /gate turn-on
and turn-off capability. D1 to D4 are anti-parallel diodes
across these switching devices. The MOSFET (S1) and
its anti parallel diode (D1) act as a bidirectional switch.
The gate pulses for S1 and S2 are in phase but 180
degree out of phase with the gate pulses for S3 and S4.
The positive portion of switch current flows through the
MOSFET and negative portion flows through the antiparallel diode. The RLE load is connected across bridge
rectifier via L0 and C0. The voltage across the point AB
is rectified and fed to RLE load through L0 and C0. For
the analysis it is assumed that the converter operates in
the
continuous
conduction
mode
and
the
semiconductors have ideal characteristics.

3 Steady State Stability Analysis for the Proposed
Converter
3.1 Mathematical Modeling using State Space
Technique
The equivalent circuit of CLL-T SPRC is shown in
Fig. 3. The mathematical modeling using state space
technique can be obtained assuming all the components
to be ideal. The state space equation for CLL-T SPRC
converter is:
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of CLL-T
C
Series Parallel Resonnant
Converter.

3.2 AC An
nalysis for thee Proposed Converter
The converteer is operated only in the laagging powerr
facctor mode, AC sinusoidal analysis has been carriedd
outt to bring outt the importannt features off the network..
Alsso, in the AC
C analysis, thee output rectifier and filterr
aree replaced byy the equivallent ac resistaance and thee
squ
uare-wave inpput voltage source is rep
placed by itss
fun
ndamental sinnusoidal equivvalent. The power transferr
fro
om input to output
o
is asssumed to be only via thee
fun
ndamental com
mponent and the contributtion of all thee
harrmonics is neeglected. Withhout losing generality,
g
thee
turrn’s ratio (N
N1/N2) of thee isolation trransformer iss
asssumed to be unity.
u
The eqquivalent AC resistance forr
thee rectifier withh capacitive filter is given by
b

Rac
a =

δ=
Fig. 3 Equivallent Circuit Model of CLL–T SPRC.
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The resonaant frequenccy and the normalizedd
sw
witching frequeency are definned as
f
ω
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The characteeristics impedaance and Q of the resonantt
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L
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The ratio of inductance
i
is defined as

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of CLL
L-T SPRC.
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The voltage and current gaain are defined
Vo
Io
(9)
M=
and H =
Vin
⎛ Vin ⎞
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⎝ Z ⎠
Voltage gainn for the converter topology
y is computedd
by using Eq. (99), from the vvoltage gain expression, a
chaaracteristics plot
p is obtaineed. This is co
ompared withh
thee desired chaaracteristics plot to decide upon thee
suiitability for auutomotive application.
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4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Desiggn Parameterrs of the Con
nverter
For the dessign of CLL--T SPRC [5]], the designn
speecifications arre: minimum aand maximum
m value of DC
C
volltage, maximuum output currrent (Io), corrresponding too
thee full-load conndition and sw
witching frequency (fs). It iss
dessired to desiign the convverter with the
t
followingg
speecifications ass shown in T
Table 1. Thesee values weree
obttained using a design pprocedure to
o assure thee
ressonance for allmost all power range (load
d-independentt
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con
nverter. The resolution
r
of fuzzy logic control system
m
relies on the fuzzziness of the control variab
bles while thee
fuzzziness of thhe control vvariables depends on thee
fuzzziness of theiir membershipp functions.

4 Fuzzy Loggic Control (F
4.2
FLC)
Fuzzy coontrol involvees three stagees: fuzzificatiion,
inference orr rule evaluattion and defuuzzification. The
T
SPRC are modeled
m
usingg MATLAB software. Fuuzzy
control is devveloped usingg the fuzzy toolbox. The fuuzzy
variables ‘e’, ‘ce’ and ‘Δuu’ are describbed by trianguular
membership functions. Five trianguular membersship
functions aree chosen for simplicity. Taable 2 shows the
fuzzy rule base
b
created in
i the presentt work basedd on
intuitive reassoning and exxperience. Fuzzzy membershhips
NB, NS, Z, PS, PB arre defined ass Negative Big,
B
Negative Sm
mall, Zero, Possitive Small, and
a Positive Big.
It can infferred that thee output voltagge is far from the
reference vallue, then the change
c
of swiitching frequeency
(Δu) must be
b large so as
a to bring thhe output to the
reference vallue quickly. The
T output vooltage approacches
the referencce value, annd then a sm
mall change of
switching frrequency is necessary annd if the outtput
voltage is neear the referennce value and is approachinng it
rapidly, thenn the frequenccy must be keept constant soo as
to prevent ovvershoot.
At every sampling inteerval, the referrence voltage and
load voltagee are used too calculate thhe error (e) and
change in errror (ce) signaals that act ass the input to the
FLC. The sttage of fuzziification, fuzzzy inference and
defuzzificatioon are then performed
p
as given flowchhart
shown in Figg. 4.

Tab
ble 2 Fuzzy Ruules.
Error
E
(e)
NB
B
NB
NB
B
NS
NB
B
Z
NB
B
PS
NM
M
PB
Z

e = Vr − V L

Change in error
(ce)
( )
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design) and also to limit the current and
a voltage peak
p
values. To prrove the widee load range opperation and also
a
to show thaat the fuzzy controller ussed is robustt to
parameter vaariations.

NS
NB
NM
NS
Z
PM

Z
N
NB
N
NS
Z
PS
PB
B

PS
NM
Z
PS
PM
PB

PB
P
Z
PM
P
PB
P
PB
P
PB
P

4.3 Simulation Results
The Closed loop
l
simulatioon using FLC is carried outt
B/Simulink sofftware. Depen
nding on errorr
usiing MATLAB
and
d the change in error, the value of
o change off
sw
witching frequuency is calculated. Thee Fuzzy sett
parrameters instrruction and fuunction blocks available inn
MA
ATLAB are used to uppdate the neew switchingg
freequency of thee pulse generators. The en
ntire system iss
sim
mulated with a switching freequency of 10
00 KHz.
The resonannt voltage, resonant curren
nt and outputt
loaad voltage aree shown in Fiig. 5(a) and Fig.
F 5(e). Thee
ind
ductor and caapacitor are cconnected to the output off
inv
verter for resonance purppose and it is used forr
imp
pedance mattching. Anothher good feaature of thiss
con
nverter is thatt the converteer operation iss not affectedd
by the non idealities
i
of the output transformerr

(
(12)

ce = e − pee

where Vr is the reference or the desired output voltaage,
i previous errror.
VL is the acttual output vooltage and pe is
The duty ratiio of the convverter can be determined
d
byy the
fuzzy infereence. For insstance, if thee output volttage
continues to increase graddually while thhe current is low
c
proccess the fuzzyy controller will
w
during the charging
maintain incrrease in voltagge to reach thee set point.
A drop inn the output voltage
v
level triggers
t
the fuuzzy
controller to increase the output
o
voltagee of the conveerter
by modifyinng the Moddulation Indeex (MI) of the
Table 1 Desiggn Parameters.
S.no
Parameeter
Pow
wer output
1
Minnimum input vooltage
2
Minnimum output voltage
v
3
Maxximum load currrent
4
Trannsformer Turnss ratio
5
Switching frequenccy (fs)
6
Seriies Inductance L1, L2
7
Paraallel Capacitancce (C)
8
Loaad Inductance (L
L o)
9
Loaad Capacitance (C
( o)
10
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Value
300W
100V
100V
3A
1
100KHz
39.18 μH
66 nF
1mH
650μF

Fig
g. 4 Flowchart for the Fuzzy ccontroller.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(m
magnetizing innductance) because of th
he additionall
ressonance inducctor L2. The ouutput voltage are high, it iss
obsserved that thee settling timee 0.12 sec. The slight droopp
in the resonant characteristiccs is due to th
he increase inn
nduction losses in the briidge inverter and resonantt
con
nettwork. The result
r
is justiified that setttling time off
outtput voltage in
i CLL-T SPR
RC controllerr is more thann
thaat of the settlinng time.
It is clear thhat the CLL--T SPRC is ineffective
i
inn
elim
minating the overshoot, risse time and hiigh frequencyy
noiise suppression. This happpens becausse of severall
reaasons. The integrator
i
inccreases the system typee
num
mber, thus minimizing
m
thhe steady-state error. It iss
infferred that thee measuremeent overshoot and noise iss
hig
ghly suppresssed. The performance of CLL-T
T
con
nverter responnse have beenn estimated an
nd provided inn
Tab
ble 3. This ennsures that thee system can be controlledd
efffectively withh feedback. Itt is clear fro
om the abovee
tab
ble shows thaat the peak ovvershoot is elliminated andd
thee settling timee is much low
wer with the fuzzy controll
straategy. The meeasurement nooise is highly suppressed.
s

4.4
4 Stability Studies for the Proposed Converter
Fig. 6(a) reppresents the sttability investigation of thee
con
nverter using the extended nnyquist functiion technique..
thee stability is determined if G(s)H(s) co
ontour in thee
G(s)H(s) plan corresponding
c
g to nyquist contour in s-plaan encircles the point -1+
+j0 in the anti-clockwise
a
e
dirrection as manny times as thhe number off right half s-plaan poles of G(s)H(s)
G
then the closed lo
oop system iss
staable. There iss no encirclem
ment of -1+j0
0 point. Thiss
imp
pels that the system is stabble if there arre no poles off
G(s) H(s) in thee right half s--plan. If theree are poles onn
ght half s-plan then the systeem is unstablee.
rig
CLL-T conveerter circuit iss
It is concludded that the C
staable for the system parrameters variiations. It iss
obsserved that -1+j0 point is encircled in the bothh
dirrection in onee time. Hencee net encircleement is zero..
Alsso the open looop system haas no poles at the right halff
of s-plan.
4.5 Con
nverter Analyysis for the Proposed
Conveerter
Fig. 6(b) shhows the coonverter gain
n (M) versuss
freequency ratio (ωs /ωr) charaacteristics forr δ=1 (L2 /L1)
and
d different values
v
of Q(00,0.5,1,1.5,2 and 2.5).Thee
currve corresponnding to Q=0 represents the no loadd
chaaracteristics. The no load gain (M) depends on thee
freequency ratio, transformer tturns ratio and δ from Fig..
able 3 Evaluuation of traansient
Ta
perrformances by using
u
FLC.

(e)
Fig. 5 (a) Inverter
I
Voltagge (VAB), (b) Inverter Currrent
(Transformer Primary side), (c) Voltage accross Capacitor,, (d)
Current through Inductance L1, (e) Outpuut voltage for RLE
R
load for Vr=1000V.

Controller
Open loop
Closed Loop (F
FLC)

and

steady

state

Settlling
Timee in
Secc.

% Over
Shoo
ot

Steady
state
error

0.445
0.112

10
08

0.04
0.004
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6(b), it has been
b
observed that the convverter exhibits the
load indepenndent feature. Therefore, iff the converteer is
designed to operate at or
o near the load independdent
point, then the
t output vooltage can be controlled by
b a
small changee in operatingg frequency. This
T allows beetter
utilization of
o the convverter compoonents. The Q
decreases thee gain value reaches
r
to higgher gain as well
w
as the load decrease. Thhe Q increasee the gain vaalue
l
reaches to fr as the load increases. Thhus the full load
condition shhould be the worst case for the resonnant
network desiign.
Fig. 6(b) shows the ωs /ωr=1.15 andd shows the efffect
g
at a giiven
of secondarry leakage. The peak gain
condition caan be obtainedd by using thhe gain equattion
(4). It is diffficult to exprress the peakk gain in expllicit
form. The gain
g
(M) has error at frequuency below the
resonant freequency (fr) due to thhe fundamenntal
approximatioon.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 (a) Stabbility analysis of
o CLL-T SPR
RC (b) voltage gain
g
versus ωs /ωr for
f different Q values.
v
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5 Experimentaal Results
A CLL-T SP
PRC is fabricaated and tested
d. A prototypee
CL
LL-T SPRC is
i operating at 300 W, 100
1
kHz wass
dessigned. ATM
MAL microconntroller 89C5
51 is used too
gen
nerate drivingg pulses, thesee pulses are am
mplified usingg
thee driver IC IR22110, the IRF
F840 MOSFET
Ts are used ass
thee switches in the bridge coonverter. The diodes MUR
R
410
00 are used foor the output bbridge rectifieer. It’s clearlyy
sho
own in figuress that the pow
wer losses in th
he occurrencee
of the turn on switching aree maintained very low byy
dware modulee
meeans of the resonant operattion. The hard
is shown in Fig. 7. The M
Multi storagee oscillogram
m
MSO) of Inverter voltage, inverter Currrent, Voltagee
(M
acrross parallel capacitor,
c
Currrent through inductance
i
L1
and
d Output voltaage fed with tthe DC motorr are shown inn
Fig
g. 7. Thesee figures shhow the go
ood dynamicc
perrformance of the controller. Fig. 7(b) CH1:
C
presentss
thee inverter voltage, its measuure from the point
p
A and B
of the bridge inverter.
i
Fig.. 7(b) CH2: presents thee
mary of thee
ressonant currennt, measured on the prim
tran
nsformer. Figg. 7(c) it can be seen that the peaks aree
relatively high, but an aalmost constaant level iss
preesented, whicch is assured by the primaary converterr
con
ntroller. Fig. 7(d)
7
it can bee seen from th
his figure thatt
thee current conntains low harrmonics and it presents a
neaarly sinusoidaal shape. Fig. 7(e) the figu
ure shows thee
goo
od performancce of the whole design.
One can connclude that thhe controller is capable off
opeerating underr load- indepeendent operattion, again, itt
can
n be seen thaat the output ffollows the reeference withh
goo
od accuracy and better dyynamic perforrmances. Thee
CL
LL-T SPRC is verified by siimulation and
d experimentall
stu
udies. It is prooved from thee performancee Table 4, thee
exp
perimental reesults shows the control characteristics
c
s
aree observed to closely matchh the theoreticcal values andd
thee output voltaage is seen too be nearly in
ndependent off
loaad.
The output power for vvarious inputt power andd
Ou
utput Power has been shhown in Fig
g. 8(a). It iss
abssorbed that thhe power draw
wn decays steeeply for lowerr
loaad and as the
t
load increases the power
p
drawnn
graadually decreeases and rem
mains constaant at greaterr
loaads. It is alsoo seen that tthe proposed new controll
straategy has lesss load Sensittivity.The ressults obtainedd
ind
dicate that the FLC based C
CLL-T SPRC is
i an effectivee
app
proach for DC-DC coonvertor outtput voltagee
reg
gulation.
As shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(b) the controll
chaaracteristics are observedd to closely
y match thee
theeoretical curve, and the ouutput power is
i seen to bee
neaarly independdent of load. The conversiion efficiencyy
of the prototype is measured by varying th
he pulse to thee
verter to vary the
t output pow
wer under diff
fferent loadingg
inv
con
nditions at 100 V input D
DC voltage. The plots off
exp
perimental effficiency as a function of
o the outputt
pow
wer are show
wn in Fig. 8(bb).The full loaad conversionn
effficiency of thee prototype is measured to be
b 0.76 and itt
rem
mains above 0.80
0
for 100-300 W output power.
p
Out off

I
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total 40W power loss in the prototype operating at
300W, a major portion (≈20W) is estimated to occur in
the MOSFETs and diodes. The rest of losses can be
attributed largely to the core and winding loss in
transformer and resonant inductor.

(d)

(a)

(e)
Fig. 7 Experimental Waveforms for CLL-T SPRC (a)
Hardware module (b) CH1: Resonant Voltage [Volt. Scale: 40
V/div.], CH2: Resonant Current [Amp. Scale: 0.5A/div.] (c)
Voltage across the Capacitor [Volt. Scale: 20 V/div.] (d)
Current through Series Inductor L 1 [Amp. Scale: 0.5A/div.]
(e) Output Capacitor Voltage [Volt. Scale: 50 V/div.].
(b)
Table 4 Performance measures of Theoretical & Simulink
Results for CLL-T SPRC fed with RLE Load.
Performance measures
Load Voltage in Volts
Load Current in Amps
Settling Time in ms
% Over Shoot
Steady state error

Simulation
Studies
99.8
1.8
0.01
1
0.001

Experimental
Studies
94
2.6
1.4
2.1
2.3

6 Conclusion
The Stability analysis of CLL-T SPRC has been
modeled and estimating the performance for various
load conditions. This converter with a voltage type load
and current type load shows it provides load
independent operation. So, the switching power losses
(c)
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[5]]

[6]]

(a)

[7]]

[8]]

(b)
Fig. 8 Experim
mental results for (a) input power
p
various with
w
output power,((b) Output Pow
wer various withh Efficiency.

are minimizeed. It has beeen found froom the simulaated
results that the closed looop controllerr provides beetter
k
control strattegies. A prrototype 3000 W, 100 kHz
converter waas designed and
a the experiiment results are
compared with
w
the simullation results.. The simulattion
results agreee with the experimentaal results. This
T
modeling is expected
e
to prrovide in deptth concepts to the
design enginneers for varioous converterr design requiired
for verity of application.
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